order beams (for GM patterns, the diffraction efficiency for these orders is the largest). The polarization effect of GM patterns (SFLH structures) is attributed to the fact that for an ideal lying-helix structure, a wave polarized perpendicularly to the direction of the stripes affects by only the ordinary refractive index of the medium (since the LC director at all points of the LC layer is oriented perpendicularly to the wave vector of the patterns). Thus, the wave front of this wave as it passes through the LC layer is not distorted and, hence, no scattering occurs. For a real CLC pattern, this polarization effect stronger manifests itself if its structure is closer to an ideal lying-helix structure.
S5
The optical characteristics of CLC diffractive patterns have been rigorously calculated using the flexible adding technique 1 in the framework of the so-called "grating method" as formulated in ref. [2] . Noteworthy, the LC director field in CLC patterns usually has significant lateral variations at distances of the order of optical wavelengths, which makes inapplicable simpler approximate methods for optical modeling, such as the "phase screen" approach. The results of the numerical simulation of diffraction properties of GM, DM(//), and DM() patterns shown in Thus, cholesteric electro-induced patterns can be endowed with diverse optical properties by using light and electric field that can be very useful for lasers beams managing and soft lithography as polarization masks. 
